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“Her act is as polished as a diamond.”
New York Newsday

“A jazz artist with a humorous touch”
New York Times

"Tall and cheeky, she's as nice to look at as she is to hear."
Village Voice

Critic’s Pick
Time Out-New York

“Joan Crowe gets to the heart of a song’s story. And she’s funny. And she’s beautiful. Joan
Crowe gets the hat trick.”
Michael Bourne, WBGO FM

“Joan Crowe’s take on good and evil in The Devil in Miss Joan was so amusing and absorbing
that it was easy to overlook what a lovely voice this lanky, leggy siren possesses.”
Peter Leavy, Cabaret Scenes

“Her razor-sharp wit is on an equal footing with her vocal prowess, she will have you laughing
one minute and dabbing at tears the next, all with out resorting to cheap tricks.”
Bill VanSant, Essex Journal

“Long, lean and curvy, Joan Crowe gave a full house a sizzling performance ranging from pithy
and funny to poignant and chanteuse-y”
Marjorie North, The Sarasota Herald Tribune

"I cried out of sheer joy for the music, the legacy, and the beautiful way Ms. Crowe has
presented this material. GO! PLEASE! And if you are a cabaret performer, take notes."
Stu Hamstra, Cabaret Hotline

“…she transcended time with a blend of story and song...I didn’t want the evening to end”
WVOX
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"Fabulous! Contemporary Songwriters finally have someone worthy to write for."
Bloomberg/AP
“Joan Crowe and her show are stunning. She can do it all and in several styles. She's at home
with contemporary pop, has a strong jazz feeling, and the voice to move you with a serious
ballad plus the timing to tickle you with comedy."
Jan Wallman, Applause Applause

"Crowe performs songs with intelligence and sensitivity"
Roy Sander, Back Stage

"Captivating, intelligent, caring, imaginative and lovely are just a few of the adjectives to
describe Joan Crowe. She has a soulful alto voice…and she has crafted a show filled with both
standards and contemporary gems. Her personal vision and creative expression is very evident
in this show. Joan Crowe flies and has crafted a thrilling show."
Richard Edgcomb, WDVR/New Jersey Public Radio

"When a talented singer has a true affinity for the work she admires, the results can be
sublime."
Michael Portantiere, InTheater Magazine

"There is nothing subtle about Joan Crowe's musical comedy act, As The Crowe Flies. This
singer/comedian will go anywhere for a joke-- you've got to admire a mind that can conjure up a
shtick involving playing “Falling in Love Again” on the saw. And she doesn't do it half bad,
either."
Scott and Barbara Siegal, Show Business

“Up-tempo numbers balance with mournful ballads that Crowe does so well. A tall, slender
woman with a pretty demeanor and graceful movements, she is as pleasant to watch as well as
listen to."
Talkin’ Broadway

"Crowe has a charming, intelligent presence and quite a lovely singing voice. She is also able to
connect completely and instantly with her audience, cementing the intimacy so important to
cabaret."
This Month On Stage

